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In this paper, we use the model dependent method to revisit the constraint on the well-known cosmic distance
duality relation (CDDR). By using the latest SNIa samples, such as Union2.1, JLA and SNLS, we find that the
SNIa data alone can not constrain the cosmic opacity parameter ε, which denotes the deviation from the CDDR,
dL = dA(1 + z)2+ε, very well. The constraining power on ε from the luminosity distance indicator provided by
SNIa and GRB is hardly to be improved at present. When we include other cosmological observations, such
as the measurements of Hubble parameter, the baryon acoustic oscillations and the distance information from
cosmic microwave background, we obtain the tightest constraint on the cosmic opacity parameter ε, namely the
68% C.L. limit: ε = 0.023 ± 0.018. Furthermore, we also consider the evolution of ε as a function of z using
two methods, the parametrization and the principle component analysis, and do not find the evidence for the
deviation from zero. Finally, we simulate the future SNIa and Hubble measurements and find the mock data
could give very tight constraint on the cosmic opacity ε and verify the CDDR at high significance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1998 the analyses of the redshift-distance relation of type
Ia supernova (SNIa) at low redshift z < 2 have demonstrated
that the Universe is now undergoing an accelerated phase of
expansion [1, 2]. Currently, cosmological observations have
provided tight constraints on distance measures: the luminos-
ity distance dL by measuring the SNIa and the angular di-
ameter distance dA by measuring the baryon acoustic oscil-
lations (BAO), which can be used to constrain different cos-
mological parameters in various theoretical models [3]. In
general, the luminosity distance and the angular diameter dis-
tance should satisfy the well-known cosmic distance duality
relation (CDDR):
dL = dA(1 + z)2 . (1)
This relation, which is also called “Etherington relation” in
the literature, holds only for the validity of three fundamental
conditions:
• The spacetime is described by a metric theory of grav-
ity;
• Photons travel along unique null geodesics;
• The number of photons is conserved.
Therefore, any departure from these three conditions, such as
the deviation from a metric theory of gravity, photons not trav-
eling along null geodesics and the variation of photon number,
will reveal the new physics beyond the standard model.
In the literature, in order to test the CDDR, a model-
independent method has been widely used in which peo-
ple use the current datasets of dL from SNIa or Gamma-
Ray Bursts (GRB) measurements and dA from BAO or X-ray
measurements at the same redshift to constrain the parame-
ter η = dL/dA(1 + z)2 (e.g. see refs. [4–16] and references
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therein). If η obtained from the dL and dA datasets is differ-
ent from the unity, the CDDR relation is violated. Recently,
Ref.[17] used a new compilation of strong lensing system to
extract the information of dA and obtained the constraint on
the parameter: η = −0.004+0.322
−0.210 (68% C.L.), together with the
“Joint Luminosity Analyses” (JLA) compilation of SNIa [18].
Apparently, this method for testing CDDR is conservative and
independent on the underlying cosmological model. However,
the big problem is that current observations cannot provide the
information of luminosity distance dL and angular diameter
distance dA for an astronomical target at same time. There-
fore, they have to use the information of dA from the galaxy
cluster observations and dL from the SNIa measurements at
the similar redshift, which inevitably brings large numerical
errors on the determination of η.
On the other hand, there is another model-dependent
method to study this relation. The CDDR is in deep connec-
tion with the cosmic opacity [19, 20]. A variation of photon
number during propagation towards us, which could be caused
by some simple astrophysical effects, like the interstellar dust,
gas and/or plasmas, and some exotic physics beyond the stan-
dard model, will affect the SNIa luminosity distance measures
but not the determinations of the angular diameter distance
in a certain underlying cosmological framework, and conse-
quently modify the CDDR relation. Assuming τ(z) denotes
the cosmic opacity between an observer at z = 0 and a source
at z, the flux received from the source would be attenuated by
a factor e−τ(z). Then the luminosity distance has
dL,obs(z) = dL,true(z) exp(τ(z)/2) , (2)
because intensity is inversely proportional to square of dis-
tance between the source and the observer. Ref. [21] intro-
duced a parameter ε to study deviations from the Etherington
relation of the form
dL(z) = dA(z)(1 + z)2+ε , (3)
where ε denotes the departure from the transparency. Con-
sidering the small value of ε at low redshift, this is equiva-
lent to assume an optical depth parameterization τ(z) = 2εz.
2The advantage of this method is that we can use the measure-
ments of dL with high precision to constrain the cosmic opac-
ity and avoid to include the large uncertainties from the mea-
surements of galaxy clusters. Currently, the most tight con-
straint comes from the dataset combination of “Union2 Com-
pilation” SNIa sample and the Hubble parameter as a function
of redshift H(z): ε = −0.01+0.08
−0.09 (95% C.L.) [22]. Until now,
all the measurements satisfy the CDDR relation at 68% confi-
dence level.
In this paper we mainly focus on the model-dependent
method to verify the CDDR relation and update the constraints
on the cosmic opacity from the latest measurements on SNIa
samples of “Union2.1 Compilation” (Union2.1) [23], “Joint
Luminosity Analyses” (JLA) [18] and “Supernovae Legacy
Survey” (SNLS) [24], as well as the measurement on the Hub-
ble parameter H(z). Furthermore, we also include the GRB,
BAO and the distance information of cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) into the analyses to help improving the con-
straints on cosmic opacity. The paper is organized as follows:
In Section II, we introduce the datasets used in the analyses.
We present the numerical results in Section III. Finally, in Sec-
tion IV conclusion and discussion are drawn.
II. CURRENT DATASETS
In our calculations, we rely on the following current obser-
vational data sets: i) SNIa and GRB distance moduli; ii) Hub-
ble parameter determinations; iii) BAO in the galaxy power
spectra; iv) CMB distance information.
A. Type-Ia Supernovae & Gamma-Ray Bursts
The SNIa distance moduli provide the luminosity distance
as a function of redshift z. In this paper, we use the latest SNIa
Union2.1 compilation of 580 dataset from the Hubble Space
Telescope Supernova Cosmology Project [23]. The data are
usually presented as tabulated distance modulus with errors.
In this catalog, the redshift spans 0 < z < 1.414, and about
95% samples are in the low redshift region z < 1. The authors
also provided the covariance matrix of data with and without
systematic errors. In order to be conservative, we include sys-
tematic errors in our calculations.
For comparison, we also consider the following two SNIa
data: 1) 472 samples from the first three year of SuperNova
Legacy Survey (SNLS) Program (123 low-z, 93 SDSS, 242
SNLS, and 14 Hubble Space Telescope) at 0.01 < z < 1.4
[24]; 2) 740 samples from the SDSS-II/SNLS3 Joint Light-
curve Analysis (JLA) at redshift up to 1.30 including sev-
eral low-redshift samples (z < 0.1), all three seasons from
the SDSS-II (0.05 < z < 0.4), three years from SNLS
(0.2 < z < 1) [18].
These two data compilations are different from the
Union2.1 in three major aspects: 1) The two supernova nui-
sance parameters α and β coming from light-curve calibration
and are handled correctly instead of held at their best fit val-
ues; 2) They offer covariance between the light-curve fit; 3)
The luminosity distance takes into account the difference be-
tween the CMB frame and heliocentric frame redshifts, which
is important for some of the nearby supernova. Furthermore,
the JLA compilation includes intrinsic dispersion and gravita-
tional lensing effect in supernova magnitude, while the SNLS
does not.
In addition, we also consider another luminosity distance
indicator provided by GRBs, that can potentially be used to
measure the luminosity distance out to higher redshift than
SNIa. GRBs are not standard candles since their isotropic
equivalent energetics and luminosities span 3-4 orders of mag-
nitude. However, similar to SNIa it has been proposed to use
correlations between various properties of the prompt emis-
sion and also of the afterglow emission to standardize GRB
energetics (e.g. Ref. [25]). Recently, several empirical cor-
relations between GRB observables were reported, and these
findings have triggered intensive studies on the possibility of
using GRBs as cosmological “standard” candles. However,
due to the lack of low-redshift long GRB data to calibrate
these relations, in a cosmology-independent way, the param-
eters of the reported correlations are given assuming an input
cosmology and obviously depend on the same cosmological
parameters that we would like to constrain. Thus, applying
such relations to constrain cosmological parameters leads to
biased results. In Ref. [26] this “circular problem” is natu-
rally eliminated by marginalizing over the free parameters in-
volved in the correlations; in addition, some results show that
these correlations do not change significantly for a wide range
of cosmological parameters [27, 28]. Therefore, in this pa-
per we use the 69 GRBs over a redshift range z ∈ [0.17, 6.60]
presented in Ref. [28], but we keep into account in our statis-
tical analysis the issues related to the circular problem that are
more extensively discussed in Ref. [26] and also the fact that
all the correlations used to standardize GRBs have scatter and
a poorly understood physics.
In the calculation of the likelihood from SNIa and GRBs,
we have marginalized over the absolute magnitude M which
is a nuisance parameter, as done in Refs.[29, 30]:
χ¯2 = A −
B2
C
+ ln
( C
2pi
)
, (4)
where
A =
∑
i
(µdata − µth)2
σ2i
, B =
∑
i
µdata − µth
σ2i
, C =
∑
i
1
σ2i
.
(5)
B. Hubble Measurements
The measurements of Hubble parameters can potentially to
be a complementary probe in constraining cosmological pa-
rameters. The Hubble parameter characterizes the expansion
rate of our universe at different redshifts, and depends on the
differential age of the universe as a function of redshift:
H(z) = − 1
1 + z
dz
dt . (6)
3Table I: H(z) measurements and their errors in units of km s−1 Mpc−1. (Reference.− [1] Gaztan˜aga et al. (2009); [2] Stern et al. (2010); [3]
Moresco et al. (2012); [4] Zhang et al. (2012); [5] Simon et al. (2005).)
z 0.07 0.09 0.12 0.17 0.1791 0.1993 0.2 0.24 0.27 0.28 0.3519 0.40
H(z) 69 69 68.6 83 75 75 72.9 79.69 77 88.8 83 95
σH(z) 19.6 12 26.2 8 4 5 29.6 2.65 14 36.6 14 17
Ref. [4] [2] [4] [2] [3] [3] [4] [1] [2] [4] [3] [2]
0.43 0.48 0.5929 0.6797 0.7812 0.8754 0.88 0.9 1.037 1.3 1.43 1.53 1.75
86.45 97 104 92 105 125 90 117 154 168 177 140 202
3.68 62 13 8 12 17 40 23 20 17 18 14 40
[1] [2] [3] [3] [3] [3] [2] [2] [3] [5] [5] [5] [5]
Therefore, measuring the dz/dt could straightforwardly esti-
mate H(z), which was firstly proposed by Ref. [31]. They
selected samples of passively evolving galaxies with high-
quality spectroscopy, and then used stellar population models
to constrain the age of the oldest stars in these galaxies. Af-
ter that, they computed differential ages at different redshifts
and obtained the determinations of Hubble parameter [32, 33].
Moreover, the Hubble parameter can also be obtained from the
BAO measurement. By observing the typical acoustic scale
in the light-of-sight direction, one can extract the expansion
rate of the universe at certain redshift. Ref. [34] analyzed
the information of Hubble parameter at redshift z = 0.24 and
z = 0.43 from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) DR6 and
DR7 data. Recently, these H(z) data have been widely used
on the determination of cosmological parameters, such as the
effective number of neutrinos [35, 36], the equation of state of
dark energy [37–39], the cosmography scenario [40, 41], and
the modified gravity models [42–44].
In table I we adopt 25 Hubble parameter data used in ref.
[45]. Furthermore, we also have the direct probe on the
current Hubble constant H0 obtained from the re-analysis of
the ref. [46] Cepheid data made by ref. [47] by using a
revised geometric maser distance to NGC 4258 from [48]:
H0 = (70.6 ± 3.3) km s−1 Mpc−1.
C. BAO
BAO provides an efficient method for measuring the ex-
pansion history by using features in the clustering of galaxies
within large scale surveys as a ruler with which to measure the
distance-redshift relation. Since the current BAO data are not
accurate enough, one can only determine an effective distance
DV(z) =
[
(1 + z)2D2A(z)cz/H(z)
]1/3
. (7)
In this paper, we use the BAO measurement of rdrag/DV(z),
from the 6dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (6dFGRS) at a low red-
shift (z = 0.106) [49], the measurement DV/rdrag(z) of the
BAO scale based on a re-analysis of the Luminous Red Galax-
ies (LRG) sample from SDSS Data Release 7 at the median
redshift (z = 0.35) [50], the BAO signal of DA(z) and H(z)
from BOSS CMASS DR9 data at redshift (z = 0.57) [51], the
BAO measurement of DV/rdrag(z) from the WiggleZ survey at
z = 0.44, z = 0.60 and z = 0.73 [52], and the latest BAO mea-
surement of DA(z) and H(z) at high redshift of z = 2.34 from
the analysis of Ly-α forest of BOSS quasars [53].
D. CMB Distance Information
CMB measurement is sensitive to the distance to the de-
coupling epoch via the locations of peaks and troughs of the
acoustic oscillations. Here we use the “distance information”,
following the Planck measurement [3], which includes the
“shift parameter” R, the “acoustic scale” lA, and the photon
decoupling epoch z∗. R and lA correspond to the ratio of an-
gular diameter distance to the decoupling era over the Hub-
ble horizon and the sound horizon at decoupling, respectively,
given by:
R =
√
ΩmH20
c
χ(z∗) , lA = piχ(z∗)
χs(z∗) , (8)
where χ(z∗) and χs(z∗) denote the comoving distance to z∗ and
the comoving sound horizon at z∗, respectively. The decou-
pling epoch z∗ is given by ref. [54]:
z∗ = 1048[1 + 0.00124(Ωbh2)−0.738][1 + g1(Ωmh2)g2 ] , (9)
where
g1 =
0.0783(Ωbh2)−0.238
1 + 39.5(Ωbh2)0.763 , g2 =
0.560
1 + 21.1(Ωbh2)1.81 . (10)
We calculate the likelihood of the CMB distance information
as follows:
χ2 = (xthi − xdatai )(C−1)i j(xthj − xdataj ) , (11)
where x = (R, lA, z∗) is the parameter vector and (C−1)i j is the
inverse covariance matrix for the CMB distance information.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In our analysis, we perform a global fitting using the COS-
MOMC package [55], a Monte Carlo Markov chain (MCMC)
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Figure 1: One and two dimensional constraints on the parameters ε
and Ωm from the Union2.1 SNIa data alone. For comparison, we also
show the constraint on Ωm in the standard ΛCDM model with ε = 0
(black dashed line).
code. Besides the cosmic opacity parameter ε, we also vary
the following cosmological parameters with top-hat priors:
the dark matter energy density Ωch2, the baryon energy den-
sity Ωbh2, the Hubble parameter h, and the constant dark en-
ergy equation of state w. For the JLA and SNLS datasets,
we have two more nuisance parameters α and β coming from
light-curve calibration.
A. Constant ε from Various Datasets
In the literature, the latest constraint on the cosmic opac-
ity parameter ε comes from the data combination of “Union2
Compilation” SNIa samples and the Hubble parameter as a
function of z (Hz) in ref. [22]. It is worth to revisit the con-
straints on ε from the recent measurements on SNIa and Hub-
ble parameter, as well as some other useful probes, like GRBs,
BAO and CMB distance information.
Firstly, we use the latest SNIa datasets, Union2.1, JLA
and SNLS Compilations, to obtain the limits on ε. In fig-
ure 1 we show the one-dimensional constraints on ε and Ωm
from Union2.1 data alone, as well as the two-dimensional
contour between them. The constraint on ε is very weak:
ε = 0.11±0.17 (68% C.L.), and seems not improved too much
even using the latest SNIa sample, when comparing with the
results in ref. [22]. However, this constraint is slightly differ-
ent from that result when using SNIa data alone. We also use
the old Union2008 SNIa data alone to constrain opacity and
obtain the similar result with ours. Therefore, this difference
might be due to the different fitting methods, the different pa-
rameterizations or the different treatments on the systematics
of Union data in the calculations.
In the two-dimensional contour of figure 1, there is a strong
positive correlation between ε and Ωm. The reason is that
the larger value of ε is, the more the flux received from the
source is. Therefore, the supernovae are not so fainter than
expected from a matter dominated Universe, which means the
accelerating Universe might be not really necessary. When
including the parameter ε, the constraint onΩm is significantly
enlarged, see the one-dimensional distribution of Ωm in figure
1. If assuming the universe is transparent, the constraint on
Ωm shrinks dramatically, Ωm = 0.30 ± 0.04 (68% C.L.), from
the Union2.1 data alone.
Besides the Union2.1 sample, there are two more SNIa
samples, JLA and SNLS, which has been widely used in the
recent literature. Therefore, we also use JLA and SNLS data
to constrain the parameter ε, respectively. We obtain the sim-
ilar constraints at 68% confidence level: ε = 0.17 ± 0.18 and
ε = 0.19 ± 0.19 from JLA and SNLS data. This result im-
plies that the constraining power on ε from the luminosity dis-
tance indicator provided by SNIa is hardly to be improved at
present, due to the strong correlation with Ωm. In figure 2, we
show the two-dimensional contours between ε and Ωm (red
contours) from Union2.1, JLA and SNLS, respectively.
In order to improve the constraint on ε, we also include
the GRB data into the calculations. GRBs is another kind of
luminosity distance indicator, that can potentially be used to
measure the luminosity distance out to higher redshift than
SNIa. In figure 2 we show the two-dimensional contour on
the panel of (ε,Ωm) from GRBs sample alone (magenta con-
tours). Since it is also the luminosity distance indicator, the
constraining power on ε is limited as well, due to the strong
correlation between ε and Ωm. However, due to its high red-
shift of GRB samples, the allowed region of large value of ε
is shrunk clearly: ε = 0.03 ± 0.13 (68% C.L.) and the signif-
icance of the models with large value of ε is suppressed. Fur-
thermore, the direction of the correlation between ε and Ωm is
also different from that obtained from SNIa data alone. When
we use Union2.1 and GRB data together, the constraint on ε
is slightly improved: ε = 0.003 ± 0.12 (68% C.L.). Note that
the GRBs sample suffers from the “circular problem” if using
GRBs as cosmological standard ruler. We keep into account in
our statistical analysis the issues related to the circular prob-
lem.
The Hubble parameter as a function of redshift (Hz) is
an useful measurement which has been used in many works.
Here, we use this dataset to study the cosmic opacity parame-
ter ε. Since Hz data can give good constraint on Ωm and there
is a strong positive correlation between ε and Ωm, Hz data can
also significantly improves the constraint on ε indirectly. In
figure 2 we show the constraint from Hz data (green contours),
and apparently it has nothing to do with the constraint on ε di-
rectly. However, if we combine the Hz data with SNIa or GRB
datasets together, the constraint on ε is dramatically shrunk,
namely the 68% C.L. constraint ε = −0.008 ± 0.048 from
Union2.1, GRB and Hz data. This limit is similar with that ob-
tained from Union2+Hz data in Ref. [22]. We also show the
constraints from JLA+GRB+Hz and SNLS+GRB+Hz data
combinations in other two panels of figure 2, respectively. The
constraints on ε are quite similar, in which the JLA+GRB+Hz
gives slightly better constraint, while SNLS+GRB+Hz gives
slightly worse constraint.
Finally, we include the BAO and CMB distance information
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Figure 2: Two-dimensional constraints on the panel (ε,Ωm) from the Union2.1 (left panel), JLA (middle panel) and SNLS (right panel) data,
respectively, as well as the GRBs and measurements of Hubble parameter.
into the calculations to narrow the constraint on Ωm and con-
sequently improve the limit of the cosmic opacity parameter
ε. Firstly, we use the BAO measurements, together with the
Union2.1, GRB and Hz data, to constrain ε and find that the
constraint on ε is significantly improved: ε = 0.009 ± 0.024
(1σ). This constraint is tighter than that obtained in ref. [19],
due to several latest precise BAO measurements we use. Then
we use the CMB distance information to replace the BAO
measurements in the calculation. The CMB distance informa-
tion contains messages from the early Universe at z ∼ 1100
which is clearly different from other probes at z . 2.5. But it
can give tighter constraint on the matter energy density, and
then indirectly affect the study on the cosmic opacity. Us-
ing the CMB distance information from Planck measurement,
we obtain the even tighter constraint than that from BAO:
ε = 0.025 ± 0.020 (1σ). When we combine all these data to-
gether, due to the strong constraining power onΩm from BAO
and CMB data, the constraint on ε is significantly improved:
ε = 0.023 ± 0.018 (68% C.L.) . (12)
When comparing with the constraints in ref. [22], the statisti-
cal error bar of ε has been shrunk by a factor of 2, due to the
new BAO and CMB distance information in the calculations.
In the meanwhile, since the new BAO and CMB data favor
a large number of Ωm [3], now the data combination slightly
favors a positive value of ε, due to the positive correlation be-
tween ε andΩm. But the significance level is only about 1.2σ.
More importantly, besides the correlation withΩm, ε is also
strongly correlated with the dark energy equation of state w.
In figure 3, we show the one-dimensional distributions of w
and ε and two-dimensional contours between w and ε from
the current data combinations. There is a positive correlation
between w and ε from the Union2.1+GRB+Hz data combi-
nation. The reason is that the larger value of ε is, the more
the flux received from the source is. Then the supernovae
are brighter than expected from the standardΛCDM Universe
with w = −1. Consequently, the large value of w is favored by
the data. The constraint on ε is slightly weaker than the case
discussed above, ε = −0.016 ± 0.053 (68% C.L.), due to the
degeneracy. We also obtain the constraints on w, as shown in
figure 3: w = −1.12 ± 0.20 and w = −1.10 ± 0.19 for models
with free ε and with ε = 0, respectively.
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Figure 3: One and two dimensional constraints on the pa-
rameters ε and w from the Union2.1+GRB+Hz data (red) and
Union2.1+GRB+Hz+BAO+ShR data (blue), respectively. For com-
parison, we also show the one-dimensional constraints on w from
these two data combinations in the standard wCDM model with
ε = 0.
Furthermore, we include the more precise BAO and CMB
data into the calculation and find that this positive correlation
between ε and w becomes much stronger, as shown in the blue
contours in figure 3. When comparing with eq. 12, the limit
on ε becomes significantly weaker:
ε = 0.009 ± 0.031 (68% C.L.) . (13)
In the meanwhile, the constraints on w are also quite differ-
ent, namely at 68% confidence level w = −1.04 ± 0.07 and
w = −1.05 ± 0.04 for the models with free ε and with ε = 0,
respectively.
B. Parametrization & PCA
In the above subsection, we only consider the constant cos-
mic opacity parameter ε. But generally speaking, ε should
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Figure 4: Constraints on the evolutions of cosmic opacity parameter ε(z), median (central red line) and 68% (dark shaded area) interval of ε(z),
using three parametrization forms.
vary as a function of redshift during the evolution of Universe.
Therefore, in this subsection, we follow the parametrization
idea in the dark energy studies and parameterize ε in three
forms [12, 56]:
• ε = εz0 + εzz , (z-expansion);
• ε = εa0 + εa(1 − a) , (a-expansion);
• ε = εln0 + εln ln(1 + z) , (ln-expansion).
Using the Union2.1, GRB, Hz, BAO and CMB data together
(all data), we obtain the constraints on the free parameters in
three parametrization forms and list them in Table II.
Firstly, we can see that the obtained median values on εi0 in
three parametrization forms are similar and all consistent with
zero, namely the 68% C.L. limits are εz0 = 0.030 ± 0.024,
εa0 = 0.052 ± 0.051, and εln0 = 0.041 ± 0.036 for three
parametrizations, respectively. No matter which parametriza-
tion form we use, εi0 always dentes the current value of cosmic
opacity at z = 0.
One the other hand, the constraints on εi for three
parametrization forms are quite different for both the median
values and the statistical error bars. When combining the con-
straints on εi0 and εi, we could plot the evolution behaviour of
cosmic opacity ε as a function of z, as well as the statistical
error bars of ∆ε(z):
∆ε(z) =
√
(∆εi0)2 + 2∆εi0∆εi ficov(εi0, εi) + (∆εi fi)2 , (14)
where ∆εi0 and ∆εi denote the obtained 1σ statistical error
bars on εi0 and εi, respectively, cov(εi0, εi) is the correlation
between εi0 and εi, and fi denotes z, (1 − a) and ln(1 + z) for
three parametrization forms, respectively. And we obtain the
similar evolutions of ε(z), which are consistent with zero, in
the redshift region z ∈ [0, 5] for three parametrization forms,
as shown in figure 4.
Since the current data are not accurate enough, it is worth-
while discussing the constraint on the cosmic opacity ε from
the future measurements. Here, we use the future SNIa ex-
periment, WFIRST, and the BAO measurement in BOSS ex-
periment (similar analysis using the Euclid measurement can
be found in Refs. [22, 57]). The fiducial models are taken
Table II: Current and Future constraints on the parameters in three
parametrization forms of the cosmic opacity parameter ε.
εi0 εi
ALL Data Future Data ALL Data Future Data
z-exp. 0.030 ± 0.024 0.018 −0.007 ± 0.014 0.011
a-exp. 0.052 ± 0.051 0.035 −0.057 ± 0.097 0.055
ln-exp. 0.041 ± 0.036 0.025 −0.024 ± 0.042 0.026
from the best-fit values by all data combination in the ΛCDM
framework with ε = 0.
According to the updated report by Science Definition
Team [58], we obtain 2725 SNIa over the region 0.1 < z < 1.7
with a bin ∆z = 0.1 of the redshift. The photometric measure-
ment error per supernova is σmeas = 0.08 magnitudes. The
intrinsic dispersion in luminosity is assumed as σint = 0.09
magnitudes (after correction/matching for light curve shape
and spectral properties). The other contribution to statistical
errors is gravitational lensing magnification, σlens = 0.07 × z
mags. The overall statistical error in each redshift bin is then
σstat =
[
(σmeas)2 + (σint)2 + (σlens)2
]1/2
/
√
Ni, (15)
where Ni is the number of supernova in the i-th redshift bin.
According to being estimated, a systematic error per bin is
σsys = 0.01(1 + z)/1.8. (16)
Therefore, the total error per redshift bin is
σtot =
[
(σstat)2 + (σsys)2
]1/2
. (17)
For the BAO simulation, we focus on the BOSS [59] which
is part of the SDSS-III survey and is scheduled to operate over
the period 2009 − 2014. Using the 2.5m SDSS telescope,
it will measure redshifts of 1.5 million luminous galaxies in
the range 0.1 < z < 0.7 (as well as Ly absorption towards
160, 000 high-redshift quasars at about z ∼ 2.5), covering
∼ 10, 000 deg2 of high-latitude sky. The forecast precision
for H(z) is 1.8%, 1.7% and 1.2% in redshifts bins centered at
z = 0.35, 0.6 and 2.5 respectively.
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Figure 5: The reconstructed ε(z) using the different number of eigenmodes.
The standard deviation on the cosmic opacity parameter
from the simulated mock data is ∆ε = 0.005 for the constant ε,
corresponds to a transparency bound ∆τ < 0.003 (95% C.L.)
for the redshift between 0.2 and 0.35. This limit is six times
tighter than the current result discussed in the above subsec-
tion. Besides the constant ε, we also constrain ε(z) in three
parametrization forms and list the standard deviations of εi0
and εi in Table II. Due to the improved precision of measure-
ments, the future data could narrow the current constraints fur-
ther by a factor of ∼ 2 and verify the evolution of the cosmic
opacity parameter ε(z).
Besides the parametrization method, in this paper we also
perform a model-independent analysis through imposing sev-
eral parameters εn representing the cosmic opacity parameters
in the different redshift bins. Due to low precision of cur-
rent observational data, the constraints on these coefficients
are relatively weak. In order to reduce dimension of param-
eter space, we adopt the principle component analysis (PCA)
method [60, 61] which has been widely used in the cosmolog-
ical data analyses.
In practice, we divide the redshift region of Union2.1 sam-
ple (0 < z < 1.42) into 7 bins and make sure there are similar
number of SNIa samples in each bin. Therefore, we have 7
more free parameters εn (n = 1, ..., 7) to denote the cosmic
opacity in each bin. Furthermore, we set another parameter
ε8 to denote the cosmic opacity at z > 1.42. Apparently, this
parameter can only be constrained by the high redshift GRBs
data. Using the all data combination, we obtain the constraint
on ε in each bin, as shown in the last plot of figure 5. We
find that the constraint on ε1 is much weaker than those in
other seven bins, which should be considered as the noise to
be reduced by using the PCA method.
Firstly, we take an orthogonal transformation on original
parameter space εn to obtain a set of linearly uncorrelated vari-
ables qn, reads:
F = WTΛW ,
q = Wε , (18)
where F is the fisher matrix describing the curvature of like-
lihood function in parameter space, Λ is a diagonal matrix
consisted of eigenvalues of F and W ∈ SO(8) represents the
transformation matrix. In practice, we obtain fisher matrix by
inverting a covariance matrix generated from MCMC proce-
dure, F = C−1. Secondly, we reconstruct ε(z) after truncating
some noisy modes with small eigenvalues since large eigen-
value modes dominate variation of likelihood function. We
find that most of eigenmodes have comparable eigenvalues,
except the worst one which should be considered as noise ef-
fect.
Reconstructed ε(z) with different number of modes are plot-
ted in figure 5. We can see that such large nonzero expected
values in first two bins disappear when the last worst mode is
dropped. For the reconstructed result, the less modes we take,
the smaller influenced by noise we obtain. On the other hand,
however, the less modes we take, the larger distortion between
the PCA result and the real result we get. We should optimise
how many modes we take in order to balance the amount of
reduced noise and the lose of information that original result
8carries. Following the conventions of ref. [60], it reads:
risk = bias2 + variance,
= ‖εreconst − ε‖
2
2 +
n∑
i=1
σi,
=
n∑
i=1

8∑
j=1
WTi jq j − εi

2
+
n∑
i=1
σi (19)
where bias2 stands for quadratic reconstruction error, σi is
the diagonal element of matrix Λ and n is the number of used
eigenmodes. In practice, we find that risk function reaches its
minimum when n = 5. Based on this result shown in figure
5, there is no obvious deviation from zero in these reconstruc-
tions.
IV. SUMMARY
The verification of the well-known Etherington relation is
a useful way to search for the new physics beyond the stan-
dard model. Different from the model independent method, in
which people use the information of dL and dA at the same red-
shift to constrain the parameter η, in this paper we adopt the
model-dependent method, in which the photon number during
the propagation is not conserved, and use the latest observa-
tional measurement, such as SNIa, GRB, Hz, BAO and CMB
distance information, to study the cosmic opacity parameter
ε. Here we summarize our main conclusions in more detail:
• By using the latest SNIa samples, such as Union2.1,
JLA and SNLS, we find that the SNIa data alone can
not constrain the cosmic opacity parameter ε very well.
The constraining power on ε from the luminosity dis-
tance indicator provided by SNIa and GRB is hardly to
be improved at present, due to the strong degeneracy
between ε and Ωm.
• The Hubble parameter as a function of redshift is an
useful measurement which has been used in many
works. Different from the SNIa and GRB data, Hz mea-
surements can only indirectly improve the constraint on
ε using the strong correlation between ε and Ωm. When
including the Hz data into the analysis, the statistical
error bars are shrunk by a factor of ∼ 3.
• We also use the BAO and CMB distance information
to study the constraint on ε and obtain the tightest con-
straint: ε = 0.023 ± 0.018 (68% C.L.). This constraint
corresponds to a transparency bound ∆τ < 0.018 (95%
C.L.) for the redshift between 0.2 and 0.35.
• There is a strong degeneracy between ε and the equation
of state of dark energy w. The larger value of ε is, the
more the flux received from the source is. Then the
supernovae are brighter than expected from the standard
ΛCDM Universe with w = −1.
• Similar with the parametrization of dark energy equa-
tion of state, we also use three parametrization forms to
denote the evolution of ε as a function of z. Besides the
parametrization, we also use the PCA method and find
that there is no obvious deviation from zero in these re-
constructions.
• Finally, we simulate the future SNIa observation of
WFIRST and the Hubble measurement in BOSS exper-
iment. We obtain that the future mock data could give
very tight constraint on the cosmic opacity ε and verify
the Etherington relation at high significance.
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